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Abstract: The study explores how women in military uniforms maintained their femininity during the Second World War. It considers the uniforms that women belonging to the Women's Royal Naval Service (WRNS), the Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS), and the Women's Auxiliary Air Force (WAAC) wore. Previous research on women's military uniforms during the war has been done from above: why the authority did not allow women to wear trousers and how the government tried to control their uniform. It is necessary to explore women's military uniform from below as well as from above: how women themselves think of their uniforms, what feelings and mentalities to their uniforms they had and how women in military uniform tried to retain their femininity even in the war. This study mainly uses advertisements in the magazine The Woman, read by women in military service even during the war. The study finds that although servicewomen were provided with skirts rather than trousers and several other ‘feminine’ clothing such as rayon knickers, boned corsets, and lisle stocking, the basic uniform of the women's services was similar in style to that of their male ‘parent’ forces. As the war continued, the work clothing of servicewomen became more ‘masculine’. WRNS members, for instance, wore ‘bell-bottoms’. However, as some servicewomen shortened their skirts to conform to a fashionable length, they tried to retain their femininity by adapting their uniform to their tastes. Many advertisements for the promotion of selling parts of uniform such as boned corset, and lisle stocking, appeared in magazines. In them, for example, camp hairdressers introduced the hairstyle suitable for service caps. These advertisements probably helped women keep their femininity.

As women in the same uniform were very proud of belonging to the war service, their ideal was a woman who balanced military duty with feminine beauty and maintained both ladylike quality and a sense of discipline.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Purpose

The purpose of this study is to explore how women in military uniforms maintained their femininity during the Second World War. The uniforms that women belonging to the Women's Royal Naval Service (WRNS), the Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS), and the Women's Auxiliary Air Force (WAAC) wore are considered.

1.2. Earlier Studies

Previous research regarding the military uniform for women during the World War has been generally done in connection with femininity. For instance, Crosthwait, who researched the WAAC in the First World War, mentions that ‘public fears were expressed about the effect of the army on women’s femininity’. [1] Watson insists that ‘the women’s services were not welcomed with enthusiasm by the public’ and that ‘woman wearing military-style uniform’ was thought to be unsuitable. [2] Concerning femininity in the Second World War, as Stone points out, sometimes women were not allowed to wear masculine trousers to keep their femininity during the war. [3] Kirkham states that the war did not masculinise or de-feminise women; instead, the Second World War strengthened their femininity. [4] Recently, Crang uses various government's papers on women's military uniform and provides us with important information of uniform restrictions by the government. [5] Therefore, it can be said that these previous researches have been done from outside...
and from above: what the public thought of women's military uniform, why the authority concerned did not allow women to wear trousers, whether the war strengthened or weakened women's femininity, and how the government tried to control their uniform.

1.3. Material

From a brief survey of these earlier studies, a few questions arise that would be addressed in this paper. It is necessary here to explore women's military uniform from within and from below as well as from outside and from above. How did women themselves think of their uniforms? What feelings and mentalities to their uniforms did they have? If the war actually masculinise women, how did women in military uniform resist this masculine tendency and retain their femininity even in the war?

This study bases its analysis on the following material and also takes these earlier studies into account. First, it uses advertisements that mainly appeared in the magazine named The Woman, published even during the war and read by approximately one million readers, including women in military services. The Woman placed many advertisements of beauty treatment, hair style and make-up for servicewomen to keep their femininity. Therefore, these advertisements are considered as most suitable to examine this study’s purpose.

Second, this study considers surviving clothing, photographs, biographies and newspapers to approach women’s feelings and mentalities in wartime. These records, including magazines mentioned above, have not been fully explored by earlier studies.

Third, official government documents should not be neglected. This study quotes these documents from Crang’s book, because government documents he uses provide important information about uniform restrictions and control, and government’s intention to promote military women’s courage, royalty, and identity through their uniform. This study considers women's attitudes to their uniforms, by using both primary sources such as magazine advertisements and secondary sources such as Crang's book.

2. Civilian Clothes and Military Uniform

As the Second World War continued, restrictions on clothing for civilian women increased. The restriction called ‘CC41’, for example, was one of the most distinguished during the war. ‘CC’ of ‘CC41’ is the abbreviation for the Clothing Controls and ‘41’ was added to it because these controls began in 1941. As the caption in Figure 1 says, this restricted clothing was also called ‘utility garment’, which was recommended as ‘always a sure guide to quality and wise spending’ for civilian women. [6]

In such a situation, the distance in style between the civvys (civilian clothes) and the military uniform began to shrink, partly because the simplicity and the femininity in dressing were considered to be important elements for the civvys.

Some of the civvys were inspired by the service clothing. For example, in an article ‘You set the Styles today’, the caption reads as follows: ‘Look in the mirror, says Anne Edwards, and see who sets the fashions in this of war, 1943’, and inspirations from the service clothes are indicated by three arrows, explaining respectively, ‘War work made short hair popular’, ‘Your renovations inspire new designs’, and ‘civilian jackets copy service uniform’ (Figure 2). Then, the caption calls attention and asks, ‘Look at the long jacket—reaching down below the hip bone, fitted to the waist and lightly flared below with pockets on the hip. It is one of the most distinctive wartime fashions of today. Where does it come from?’ [7] The author promptly replies that it comes ‘from you girls who are in the service—it’s the same sort of jacket that you wear in the ATS [Auxiliary Territorial Service] and WAAF [Women's Auxiliary Air Force].’

As the caption that ‘Twins in navy wool as smart for the Wren [Women's Royal Naval Service] as it is warm for her brother’ in the article ‘H.M.S. [His Majesty’s Service] WAISTCOAT!’ shows in Figure 3, this waistcoat was based on the WRNS [Women's Royal Naval Service] uniform. [8] In this way, some civilian clothing imitated the military uniform, and some parts of the military uniforms turned into those of civilian clothes.
In the article, ‘Smart exchanges’, Anne Edwards shows her readers again that ‘a service and a civilian girl could give each other tips on appearance’ (Figure 4). [9] During the War, service and civilian girls gave each other hints and drew inspirations mutually. This partly means that military uniforms were very similar to civilian clothes and that military uniform was an icon of admiration for the civilian girls.

### 3. Military Uniform

#### 3.1. WRNS

##### 3.1.1. Standard Uniform and Trousers

The WRNS uniform was the most popular of women’s military uniforms. Figure 5 shows the uniform of the WRNS in 1918. The uniform for the Second World War changed in skirt length and hat shape. The length of the skirt’s uniform was shortened, and the hat lost its brim and became smarter. The new WRNS uniform was seen in public for the first time at the National Service parade in Hyde Park in July 1939. One advertisement for the ‘Lifebuoy Toilet Soap’ in 1943 introduced the uniform for the Wrens [another abbreviation for Women’s Royal Naval Service] (Figure 6).

The uniform of the ratings of the ship’s company is a navy blue jacket and skirt, black oxford shoes and black stockings, white shirt with white semi-stiff collar, black tie, navy blue cap with H.M.S. in gold on a black ribbon. You know that uniform. [10]

Servicewomen were provided with skirts, not trousers and several other ‘feminine’ clothing such as rayon knickers, boned corsets, and lisle stockings. However, as the war continued, and the range of jobs expanded, the working clothing of servicewomen became more ‘masculine’. [5] The WRNS had particular uniforms such as bell-bottoms, which were not seen in other services. As the article ‘Wrens on abroad’ on 29 June 1943 says, ‘the five girls—officers and Wrens wore ‘bell-bottomed’ trousers and jerseys if it’s cold’. [11] As Vonla McBride also mentions in her book, *Never at Sea*, ‘An attractive, petite young Wren’ wore ‘navy blue trousers, neat jacket and jaunty little cap’. [12] The overall that had been introduced as a working-wear in the late 1930s [13] was another masculine clothing adopted by the WRNS.

Vonla McBride recalled that when she went to the WRNS, she had ‘mountains of it [uniform]’, because her belongings were ‘two navy blue suits, a great-coat, a rain coat, shirts, collars, ties, thick black stockings and shoes more suited to parade work’. She further said ‘I had always admired the Royal Navy and thought the WRNS uniform [had been] most becoming’. [12] She remembered that ‘We were so pleased to get out of our overalls and into a neat uniform that we made no complaint about our lisle stockings and heavy brogue shoes, though nowadays, I am glad to say, fifteen denier
nylons have replaced the stockings and a pair of smart black court shoes has been added to the quota of uniform’. [12]

Figure 7. ‘H.M.S.’.

Figure 8. ‘W.R.N.S.’.

3.1.2. Navy Blue Hat and Blue Bandanna

Women liked the navy blue hat. For example, ‘Anne (Figure 7) also loved hats, and she liked the sailor Wren hat. She was told that ‘the WRNS would welcome her and there were plenty of jobs for her to do…Anne liked the idea of the Wrens, liked herself in the sailor hat, so decided to discuss the matter with her husband’. [14] The passage reports that after the discussion, she determined to enter the service.

The article that appeared in Women on 29 November 1941 introduced the hairstyle suitable for this hat. ‘The little round Wren hat sits so firmly and tightly on your head that there is no room for the curls on top that we used to wear’ (Figure 8). [15]

Concern for such an attractive look seems to have invited a tragic accident. Jeremy A. Crang described this tragic minutely. [5] Ann Walker, who was working in radical drilling in a maintenance shed in 1944, was wearing a regulation blue bandanna distributed to WRNS machine operators as a protective head covering. However, as the fashion of the day, she had left a portion of hair showing at the front where the bandanna was tied in a bow. When she was leaning over her machine to change the size of the drill, some of her hair and bandanna got caught in the vertical driving shaft. After this horrific accident, she suffered ‘a complete avulsion of 3/4’ of the scalp. As a result of this tragedy, it was laid down the WRNS personal working on machines with moving parts would be issued with ‘peaked safety caps’ and that care was to be taken ‘to ensure that no loose ends of hair are visible when the cap is worn’.

Though there were masculine clothes such as bell-bottoms and overall, and tragic accident, the standard uniform of the WRNS was generally regarded as the most stylish of the three women’s services. [5, 16] According to Anne de Courcy, the blue-black design was chic, slimming and well-suited to youthful British complexions. [17] It was said that after the war, the British airline, British Overseas Airways Corporation, purchased surplus WRNS uniforms, not WAAF ones, for their stewardesses. [5, 18]

3.2. ATS

3.2.1. Standard Uniform and Jerkin

The Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC) played an active role in the First World War. On 31 March 1917, WAAC women wore their khaki uniforms when they landed in France. Military-style khaki jackets were worn not only by officers but also by some drivers, with the long skirts. The ranks wore pudding basin felt hats, and the officers wore man-style peaked caps. Figure 9 is a WAAC recruiting poster at the end of 1916. [19] Women in this poster put pudding basin felt hats on their heads. Figure 10 is the uniform for WAAC in 1917. The uniform was made of ‘khaki wool gabardine suit with a beige silk shirt’ and it was supplied by George B. Ashford Ltd of Birmingham, and the label ”Woodrow, Piccadilly, London” was stuck on the khaki felt hat. [20] The WAAC was renamed the Queen Mary’s Army Auxiliary Corps in May 1918, which ended up until 1919. The WAAC uniform was succeeded by that of the Army Auxiliary Corps (ATS), which was established in September 1938.

Figure 9. ‘W.A.A.C. (1916)’. 

Figure 10. ‘W.A.A.C. (1917)’.
3.2.2. Khaki Colour

As the article ‘From “Civvies” to Khaki’, indicates, [22] the khaki colour often meant the ATS uniform and it was the colour characteristic of the ATS. However, wearers sometimes disliked this drab khaki uniform. This caused a particular ‘image’ problem and the ATS service was often not an enticing prospect for a young woman. Oftentimes, the khaki colour did not suit the colouring of many women and the cut was shapeless and unfashionable. [5]

The War Office attempted to improve the ‘profile’ of the ATS. In the summer of 1941, the Director of the ATS was replaced by a much younger officer. This new DATS (Director of the ATS) sought to give the service more feminine appeal. The uniform was redesigned to make it smarter. This involved restyling the tunic so that it had a tighter waist and padded shoulders. [5]

Even in 1942, some girls who disliked ‘khaki’ sent their letters to The Woman. According to the article, ‘Our views on ATS uniforms are that skirts and collars should be cream, not dusty khaki, but that the ties, which show every finger mark, should be dark brown’. [23]

According to an advertisement placed in The Woman on 29 March 1943, ‘The Director [of the ATS] herself had a hand in the design of the smart, womanlike ATS uniform. It consists of a simply cut square-shouldered tunic and slim-fitting skirt. The unbelted great-coat fits snugly to the waist’ [24] However, she did not mention the ‘khaki’ colour itself.

A number of other clothing such as rayon knickers, boned corsets, and lisle stocking that were provided for ATS women, were also unpopular among them. One recruit to the ATS, Winifred Lane, recounted that ‘the famous khaki knickers, of silky-feeling rayon with elastic at the legs as the waist, were greeted with incredulous laughter’. Another was less amused by her new apparel. ‘I’ll never forget the loathing of seeing my leg clad in khaki lisle stocking’, groaned Iris Bryce, ‘I felt like my Gran’. She was placed on a charge of misappropriating the King’s uniform after her first kit inspection. One of inspection officers who checked her kit and realised some items were missing, asked her, ‘Where’s the rest of it?’ She lastly understood the officer’s question and answered, ‘Oh, you mean the bras and corsets, I couldn’t wear those, especially the corsets, all those bones. No, I’ve got my own roll-ons. I’ve sent others to my Gran for her jumble sale’. There were many girls like her who substituted daintier briefs for their voluminous service knickers. [5]
fit for this hat. The article says that ‘This smart little cap is so small and neat itself that it demands a neat head to go with it’. [15] It continues to say that ‘the perfect hair style to wear with your forage cap is a roll, curled up smoothly and firmly all round your head’. As seen in Figure 12, the neat hair style was recommended. After they enrolled in the service, two hats were given to them. ‘Pat has two new hats. The trim peaked cap for duty-wear, and the perky walking-out cap which she is wearing in the photograph [Figure 13]’. [14] As women who wore hats appeared in the cover page in The Woman on 16 January 1943 (Figure 14), their hats attracted much attention. [25]

Spirella Corsetiere was a company that has specialised in made-to-measure corsets since it was established in 1904 at Oxford Circus, London. Two women in military uniform can be seen in the advertisement. The woman on the left side is from the ATS. The badge ‘AT’ is attached on her uniform. The woman on the right side is perhaps from the Auxiliary Fire Service (ATS).

As soon as the military uniform was established, many advertisements for the promotion of using laundry and encouragement of selling weekly newspaper and commodities such as cocoa and toothpaste began to appear. ATS women in uniform who ‘show frequently their splendid work’, were utilised for these various advertisements. [26, 27, 28]

It was in the advertisement for the corset that women in military uniform were seen in The Woman for the first time. The advertisement for ‘Spirella Corsetiere’ says that ‘in whatever branch of war service you are playing your part, Spirella will provide the figure support and control you will so assuredly need. Long hours of standing, hard work and vigorous exercise all call for the perfect figure support and control which Spirella alone can give’. (Figure 15) [29]

Figure 13. ‘A.T.S.’.

Figure 14. ‘A.T.F. Woman in Cover Page’.

Figure 15. ‘Why yes… for You especially!’.

Figure 16. ‘For you… Spirella is a “Uniform” demand’.

The next advertisement for Spirella appeared on 4 November 1939 (Figure 16). [30] The caption says again that ‘Good health, perfect poise and a feeling of "looking your best" in uniform can be yours, because your Spirella is made to fit you—and you alone. Working with nature, Spinella affords natural uplift and support to your internal organs’. Women in military uniform entered here again. Besides ATS woman, WRNS woman, the WAAF, woman in the nurse
uniform and other women can also be seen in the advertisement.

During the War, women were encouraged to wear the corset by the War Office. As Pat Kirkham mentions in her article, wearing corset helped women maintain ‘feminine’ shapes. [4] ‘So many women’ who ‘have enrolled for service in the ATS, the WAAF, the AFS [Auxiliary Fire Service], and the WRNS’, said the War Office, ‘must be corseted and corseted correctly’. [31]

There was another war-time corset called ‘pantie-girdle’ and prepared for the women in service. The author of an article ‘Wartime Corset’ for Picture Post explained about it as follows:

For the AFS and ambulance girl, there is a special design. It’s a pantie-girdle of elastic satin, with zip fastening, intended for wearing underslacks. It gives perfect freedom of movement and --- especially important for the ambulance driver--- supports against the danger of those spreading hips that may come from long hours of sitting. [31]

Even during the war, servicewomen in the ATS or in the AFS wore corsets, which, for a long time, were associated with femininity. Although as the case of Bryce mentioned above, corsets were disliked, as the author says, ‘we are trying to combine feminine freedom [of movement] and feminine beauty’.

As mentioned above, khaki uniform and khaki colour were disliked by many women. However, there was suitable make-up for this khaki uniform. The explanation in an article says that ‘khaki is a special problem’, and ‘needs a special make-up’, and that khaki ‘is apt to make you look sallow, so be sure to choose warm powders with rose overtones, and clear vermillion and flames for lipsticks’. [32] In an advertisement for ‘Air Spun’ powder, the woman having powder compact shows ‘how to look younger in uniform’. (Figure 17) [33]

Regulations were enacted to govern women’s appearance when in uniform. They included the stipulations that hair was to be neat, that make-up, if used, should be discreet and that nail varnish must not be ‘highly coloured’. [34] Nonetheless, these regulations did not prevent women from trying to enhance their looks. [5] In an article of The Woman on 28 October 1939, Helen Temple told a woman reader that ‘beauty is part of her equipment and she’s ready for any marching orders, knowing that her loveliness will not desert her’. [32] As Pat Kirkham has commented, ‘women in uniform took beauty and duty just as seriously as their civilian sisters’. [35]

Women made up by using face cream, face powder and lipstick in morning and night-time beauty rituals. The military authorities seemed willing to collaborate in these beauty endeavours. In the ATS, hairdressing salon was established at bases where there were large concentrations of servicewomen and a sleek khaki shoulder bag used as a receptacle for their cosmetics when off duty was issued. [5]

3.3. WAAF

3.3.1. Standard Uniform and Dark Blue Slacks

Edith Ridley Baker, in her book, pointed out about the introduction of the uniform for women air force, that ‘the question of uniform naturally arose, and a number of high-ranking RAF [Royal Air Force] officers and Air Ministry officials were firmly convinced that the new service should have one of its own’. [36]

The uniform was first seen in public at the National Defence Rally in Hyde Park at the beginning of July 1939, salute in the March Past. [37] In an advertisement for the
‘Lifebuoy Toilet Soap’, the uniform is described as below (Figure 18):

The Women’s Auxiliary Air Force [WAAF] was formed in 1939... Now the W.A.A.F. is an integral part of the Royal Air Force… the attractive uniform is air force blue, and badges of rank are identical with those of the R.A.F. showing close association with the fighting service. [38]

Daisy Hills said that ‘When I first joined in September 1939, I had no uniform’, but ‘After two or three weeks I was issued with a RAF blue-belted raincoat and beret with a metal RAF cap to pin on it. Also a navy armband with WAAF in red on it. A few lucky ones had grey lisle stockings and flat, black-laced shoes--- not always fitting’. [39]

An advertisement to recruit the WAAF was inserted in The Woman on 22 February 1941 (Figure 19). [40] There the woman wore the uniform that was inspired by that of the ATS, and also by that of the RAF airman’s service. The WAAF uniform was based on the design of the RAF uniform. It was called ‘the Royal Air Force blue uniform’. The colour called ‘air force blue’ was considered as characteristic of the WAAF. The jacket consisted of pleated breast pockets, large tunic skirt pockets and integral waist belt. [13]

Figure 19. ‘Join the WAAF’.

One article in 1941 says that after women enrolled in the service, a set of clothing will be supplied as below.

You will be given two uniforms (one straight away, the other after six months), great-coat, two pairs of shoes, three pairs of stockings, three shirts, six collars, one tie, two pairs of summer knickers and two pairs of winter weight, two vests, two brassieres and two suspender belts. [41]

As the war continued, the WAAF working clothing became ‘masculine’ and that of WRNS and ATS. There were long discussions over the issue of trousers for airwomen. In 1939, Jane Trefusis Forbes, Director of the WAAF, pressed for the provision of ‘dark blue slacks’ because ‘women's lower limbs should be kept warm’. Yet some of her senior male colleagues resisted this assertion and said ‘this form of not yet been universally accepted by women in this country’. Both came to a compromise that slacks would be made available as a temporary measure.

However, the air attacks on RAF stations during 1940 brought about a rethink. The raids meant that airwomen were often required to rush during the night from their sleeping quarters into protective trenches and spend long periods out in the cold. Forbes again called for ‘slacks’, which should be stocked at many bases and could be slipped into during an alert and provide the necessary warmth. However, this time the Treasury raised objections for reducing expenditure on these additional slacks. After a long debate, eventually, in 1941, official approval was given for an issue of ‘blue slacks’ to all airwomen, but the RAF authorities stated that these trousers were to be worn ‘only when it is necessary to take shelter from air raids’. [5]

3.3.2. Make-up, Hair Style for Caps, and Femininity

The tendency of WAAF uniforms to become ‘masculine’ by adopting the trousers was not always strong. On the contrary, the femininity of dressing was often reinforced. For example, there was much make-up in the WAAF, which was considered to preserve femininity. Make-up was largely determined by their officers. However, women made up freely and chose suitable cosmetics for themselves, as one WAAF member says:

There’s no real restriction on make-up once you get to your station… at least not at ours. It all depends on your WAAF officers and we have very nice ones. Make-up is about the only thing we can let ourselves go on and we all buy the very best makes. [42]

She used ‘a very bright lipstick, regimental red of rose dawn and rose-coloured varnish — they both look grand with R.A.F. blue.’ Meanwhile, there were some groups who had restriction rules about make-up and clothing, such that ‘We are not to wear nail varnish, bright lipsticks or have our hair touching our collars. Remove cap like a man when entering building. Never remove tunic without special permission’. [43] The opinion that although make-up is at officer's own discretion, ‘the authorities certainly want you to look as neat and attractive as possible’ was heard repeatedly. [44]

Some of WAAF members had ‘cold cream’ and ‘hand lotion’, too. The Woman on 12 September 1942 placed a special article on how WAAF women make themselves up during their duty (Figure 20). One replier who ‘worked as a driver and took care about her hands’ says that ‘Personally I put on lashing of cold cream at night, sleep in gloves, and rub in witch hazel… when I can get it… to whiten the skin. I’ve got a very precious bottle of hand lotion, too, which I use before parties’. [42]

As Crang points out, the beauty process intensified to prepare for social events like parties. ‘Like all girls’, reported one WAAF, ‘there’s a tremendous pride in appearance. When we went to a dance last week, some girls spent the entire afternoon titivating themselves’. It was said by one airwoman.
that ‘all told, more make-up is used in, than out of the WAAF’. A wartime observer, Peggy Scott, considered this enhanced concern for appearance in the services ‘a different femininity’: ‘It is not merely to attract men but because they think more of themselves. Doing men’s work and being treated as mates by the men has given the girls a better sense of their own value’. [45]

Another reader from Welling could not help accepting the WAAF cap ‘far more ridiculous than any service cap’, because ‘this is for the War… After all this is supposed to be a war for freedom, not a mannequin parade’. [24]

Women of the WAAF changed their hairstyle according to the cap. As an advertisement says, ‘The WAAF cap with its soft pouched top does allow you to keep curls on top if you like, but the hair beneath your cap must be sleek and tidy’ (Figure 21). [44] A woman of the WAAF mentioned that after she served in the military affair, she changed her hair, ‘I found the best style for me was to roll my hair round a ribbon, into a halo… but some girls find this doesn’t suit them so they curl their hair in curlers every night and wear a net on parade (which they soon take off!)’. As the WAAF had a camp hairdresser, the member went to her parlour ‘Helen Temple’s Beauty Parlour’ once a week on Mondays. The caption says that ‘A free cut and shampoo are now given to every Waaf… and set it obtainable for 6d extra’. [42]
says, ‘Same girl with a new hair-do, and worth looking at’. In another photograph below (Figure 23), in reversal, she is wearing her cap over tied hair and is smiling brilliantly, and the caption adds that ‘Not any WaaF! But the WaaF everyone wants to meet!’ [44]

Women in the service retained a sense of femininity by using make-up and changing the hairstyle. There were more women in their uniforms who kept their femininity by using other methods. Some women shortened their skirts so that they conformed to a fashionable length. Others padded their jackets’ shoulders with government-issue sanitary towels to create a more alluring silhouette. There was a woman who splashed on lavish quantities of L’Heule Bleue perfume by Guerlain ‘on the theory that the masculinity of WAAF uniform needed a little counteracting’. [5, 35, 46]

In this way, some women adapted their uniforms to their tastes. As Tessa has argued, this was partly to emphasise their individuality within the conformity of military life. [3] On this point, it is important to understand the caption attached to the advertisement for the hairstyle mentioned above (Figure 22) that ‘You need not look the same because you wear the same uniform. It’s your face and hair that must look different’. [44] Another WAAF case was coloured scarfs with which junior officers strolled around their necks. When pulled up by their seniors for infringing uniform regulations, they replied, ‘oh, those rules don’t apply to us, ma’am; you see, we are “operational!”’ [5] ‘On the surface we might all look the same’, confided one WAAF officer, ‘but underneath…ah, underneath… we were individual, female, and our souls were satin and lace’. [47] These adaptations of their uniforms were partly to emphasise their individuality and to retain their senses of femininity.

4. After the War

4.1. Civilian Clothes

After the Second World War ended, articles about the military uniform in magazines almost disappeared. [48] However, the military costume during the war affected the style of clothing even after the war. One article, ‘Once They were service Shirts!’ says that ‘Veronica Scott shows you how a Woman Simplicity Pattern will transform your shirt into a dainty blouse’. Here women wear ‘dainty blouses’ which were transformed from ‘service shirts’. Now women put on civilian clothes inspired by the military uniform and are projected as fashionable images (Figure 24). [49]

4.2. New Uniform of the WRAF

In 1952, Nancy Salmon, the Director of WRAF (Women’s Royal Air Service), which was inaugurated in 1949, approached Victor Stiebel, a prominent couturier, to create a uniform ‘specially for the feminine figure’. However, his design was opposed by several senior WRAF officers because it featured a stylish, shorter air force blue jacket with fewer square shoulders and a more accentuated waist, together with a flared skirt.

It was Anne Stephens, the inspector of the WRAF, who took particular offence. She protested that she was ‘completely opposed for reason of both morale and practical value to a departure from the tradition of wearing the same uniform as a departure as the Royal Air Force’.

It is worthy of attention to her opinion about ‘the degree of femininity’ in strongly worded letter to Salmon. Stephens wrote to Salmon that:

I understand that your desire to encourage the women of the service to both look and be feminine is your biggest reason for a new design of uniform...but are you really dissatisfied with the degree of femininity which prevails today? Surely our ideal for a member of the WRAF is a woman who always maintain her ladylike qualities coupled with a sense of discipline...I would claim that...we are in the happy position of having a vast majority of officers and airwomen who are both disciplined and ladylike, and that there is no need for a special crusade to feminise the service and therefore no need for a specially feminine cut of uniform'.

Then, Stephens mentioned the relationship between uniform and ‘pride’, ‘morale’ and ‘loyalty’. ‘In my experience, members of the WRAF are tremendously proud of belonging to the Royal Air Force. This is certainly the biggest morale factor in their service lives; the loyalty which members of the WRAF give to the WRAF is but secondary....The basic loyalty of the WRAF is the Royal Air Force and greatest pride is felt in wearing the same uniform as the Royal Air Force...You know better than I the need for pride of service and esprit de corps to support the service man or woman in the day of trial and danger and in giving the WRAF a uniform different from the RAF I think we should strike a grave blow at the morale of the service’. [5]

Although for these reasons Stephens was strongly opposed to a departure from the traditional RAF design, the Air Council, which was asked to adjudicate on the matter, gave its consent to Stiebel's design. The new uniform was launched in 1954. [5, 50]

5. Conclusion

The basic uniform of the women’s services was similar in style to that of their male ‘parent’ forces. Members of the WRNS wore a navy blue jacket, white shirt, black tie, and a navy blue sailor hat; their counterparts in the ATS wore a khaki jacket, shirt, and peaked cap; and those in the WAAF an air force blue jacket, pale blue shirt, black tie, and air force blue peaked cap. However, servicewomen were
provided with skirts rather than trousers and several other ‘feminine’ clothing such as rayon knickers, boned corsets, and lisle stocking.

As the war continued, the range of jobs expanded, the work clothing of servicewomen became more ‘masculine’. WRNS members wore ‘bell-bottoms’, ATS gunners put on battledress at their gun sites. As risks of raids at bases grew, WAAF flight mechanics donned ‘dark blue slacks’.

Some servicewomen tried to retain their femininity by adapting their uniforms to their tastes. They shortened their skirts to conform to a fashionable length, used shoulder-pads to create an alluring silhouette, and substituted daintier briefs for voluminous service knickers.

As soon as the military uniform was established, many advertisements for the promotion of selling parts of uniform such as boned corset, and the encouragement of using hair salon, began to appear in magazines. Corset maker showed the clothing item to provide the figure support and control for servicewomen. Camp hairdressers introduced the hairstyle suitable for service caps. Cosmetic advertising for powder and lipstick makers utilised women in uniform effectively.

Some women entered military services only because they liked service caps and wanted to show themselves in uniform. However, as seen in many cases, women understood that their uniforms were created and worn for a war for freedom, not a mannequin parade.

Wearing the same uniform was the biggest morale factor in women’s service lives. Women in uniform were tremendously proud of belonging to the war service. They knew the need for building up pride in and loyalty to a military uniform. Although the uniform of the women’s services was similar in style to their male ‘parent’ forces, women did not give up keeping their femininity. Their ideal was a woman who balanced duty with beauty and maintained both ladylike quality and a sense of discipline.
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